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STAGE 91 PARTS STAGE 92 PARTS

FM BP

92H

92I

92A

92B

92D

92F

92C

92E

92G

AM DP

91H

91G

91D 91E 91F

91A 91B 91C

PART NUMBER

92A

92B

92C

92D

92E

92F

92G

92H

92I

FM

AP

PART NUMBER

91A

91B

91C

91D

91E

91F

91G

91H

AM

DP

PART NAME

Deck panel L2-09

Reflector panel L2-09-A

Reflector panel L2-09-A1

Battle section lower left 

front windows

Clear window

Dark window

Escape pod cover

Deck panel lights i

Deck panel lights ii

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x4mm screw

PART NAME

Deck panel L1-09

Deck panel windows

Reflector panel

Escape pod cover

Escape pod cover bracket A

Escape pod cover bracket B

Ventral phaser array L09

Battle section lower front panel

1.7x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

1

10

15

1

1

1

3 (+1 spare)

7 (+2 spare)

QUANTITY

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

4 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)
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93GBPIMFMAM

93E 93F

93D

93B 93C

93A

AM FM IM JM

94F 94G

94D 94E

94B 94C

94A

STAGE 93 PARTS STAGE 94 PARTS

PART NUMBER

93A

93B

93C

93D

93E

93F

93G

AM

FM

IM

BP

PART NAME

Deck panel L3-14

Outer panel L4-13

Escape pod cover bracket L3-12-14

Escape pod cover

Escape pod screw cover

Battle section lower left  

front reflector

Battle section lights

1.7x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x2.5x5mm screw

1.7x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

12

1

1

2

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

4 (+1 spare)

PART NUMBER

94A

94B

94C

94D

94E

94F

94G

AM

FM

IM

JM

QUANTITY

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

1 (+1 spare)

PART NAME

Deck panel L3-15

Outer panel L4-14

Escape pod cover bracket L3-15

Escape pod cover

Escape pod screw cover

Navigation light lens

Battle section lower right  

front windows

1.7x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x2.5x5mm screw

1.7x4mm screw



 

PART LOCATOR

K E Y

RED is used for screws, arrows, and connection points.

YELLOW is for the new part(s) in each step.

GRAY shows the assembly so far.

BLUE shows illuminated parts.
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Assemble a deck panel to bring your lower saucer  
section closer to completion in this short stage.

STAGE 91 ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L1-09

STEP 

A Take deck panel L1-09 (91A) and press three escape 
pod covers (91D) into position so that the red line on 
each is furthest from the narrow end of the panel.

Cover these parts with escape pod cover bracket A 
(91E) and escape pod cover bracket B (91F) as shown, 
then secure the parts with a total of three AM screws. 

91A

91D

91D

91D

91E
91F

AM

AM

AM

Note: keep the battle section lower front panel (91H)  
close at hand for use in the next stage of the assembly.



STEP 

B

COMPLETING DECK PANEL L1-09

6

Slot the deck panel windows (91B) into the recess on 
deck panel L1-09 (91A). The long lip of the windows 
should be furthest from the narrow end of the panel.

Finally, fit ventral phaser array  
L09 (91G) to the outside of  
the deck panel using two  
DP screws. Stage 91  
is now complete.

Then cover the windows with the  
reflector panel (91C) and secure  
it with a single AM screw.

91B

91A

91A

91A

91C

91G

AM

DP

DP

KNOW YOUR SCREWS

Screws with codes ending in “M” (such  
as BM and CM) are for driving into metal.  
Those with codes ending in “P” (such as  
BP and CP) are for driving into plastic. 

To keep screws for metal from jamming  
before they are fully tightened, drive each  

screw only halfway in at first. Then unscrew  
it to release the swarf (shavings) created as  
the screw cuts its thread. Discard the swarf,  

then drive the screw fully into the hole. 

WORKING WITH  
PLUGS AND THE PR INTED  

C IRCUIT  BOARDS

Before plugging cables into any of the  
PCBs, always check that the pins in the  
sockets are aligned with the pinholes in  
the plugs. Forcing a plug into a socket  

with misaligned pins could damage both  
parts and stop the lights from working.



Fit two deck panels and test their lights before beginning  
to build the underside of the battle section hull.

STAGE 92 ASSEMBLY

PART LOCATOR ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L2-09

STEP 

A

92F

92F 92F

92F
92F

92F

92F

92F

92F

92F

92F

92E

92E

92E

92E

92E

92E

92E

92E

92E

92E

92F

92F

92A

92A

92B

AP

AP

92C

Take deck panel L2-09 (92A) and fit 10 clear windows (92E) and  
13 dark windows (92F) as shown. In each case, the long lip of the 
window should be furthest from the narrow end of the deck panel. 

Cover the windows with reflector panels L2-09-A (92B) and L2-09-A1 
(92C) as shown, then partially secure the assembly with two AP screws. 

WRAP I T  UP !

Always work on a soft cloth to protect your model. Wrapping  
the sections in this cloth will keep them safe between issues.
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STEP 

B

FITTING DECK PANEL L2-09

Plug deck panel lights 
ii (92I, the longer of 
the two sets supplied 
with this stage) into an 
“A” socket on saucer 
PCB 3 (57B), and 
then thread the cables 
through the skeleton 
as shown.

Then plug deck panel 
lights i (92H) into 
another “A” socket  
on the same PCB, 
again threading the 
cables as shown. 

Next, slot both bulbs from deck  
panel lights ii (92I) into your  
deck panel assembly from step  
A as shown. Fully secure the  
bulbs and the panel assembly  
with five AP screws, and then  
carefully bend the bulb casings  
away from the deck panel.

92I

57B

57B

92I

92I

92H

AP

92A

AP

AP

AP

AP

8



FITTING DECK PANEL L1-09

STEP 

C

91A

91A

92A

92B

FM

FM

FM

92C

78G

92H

Begin by identifying deck panel  
lights i (78G, fitted in stage 78).  
Then retrieve your deck panel  
assembly from stage 91 and  
slot it into the top of deck panel  
L2-09 (91A). Hold the parts  
together as you fit the bulb with  
the yellow-and-white cable from  
deck panel lights i (78G) into  
the top of reflector panel L2-09-A  
(92B) and the yellow-and-black  
cable from deck panel lights i  
(92H) into the top of reflector  
panel L2-09-A1 (92C).

Carefully position the combined deck 
panels on the saucer skeleton, taking  
care not to trap any wires in between  
the panels and the skeleton. Then  
secure the panels with three FM  
screws. Finally, flick the saucer  
switch to the “ON” position to  
ensure all the lights are working  
correctly (see inset, below).

F LEX IB LE  FR IENDS

Each LED light has a moldable casing between the bulb and the cable so that the wires can be  
directed away from screws and other obstacles. Always handle these elements with care.
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STEP 

D

73A

STARTING TO ASSEMBLE THE BATTLE SECTION LOWER FRONT PANEL

Retrieve your battle section lower front panel (91H, supplied 
with your stage 91 parts) and carefully slot the lower left  
front windows (92D) into position as shown.

Complete stage 92 by fitting a single escape pod cover (92G),  
so that its red line is furthest from the center of the panel.  
This assembly will be fully secured in stage 93.

92D

92G

91H

91H

10



PART LOCATOR

STEP 

A

STAGE 93 ASSEMBLY

Fit the first lights to your battle section lower front hull section,  
then build and fit the next part of the saucer.

91H

91H

93G

93G

BP

BP
BP

BP

93F

93F

CONTINUING THE BATTLE SECTION LOWER FRONT PANEL

Begin by placing the left front reflector (93F) over the windows and  
escape pod cover on the battle section lower front panel (91H).

Next, take both sets of battle section lights (93G) and slot one bulb 
from each into the reflector. Secure the assembly with four BP screws, 
and then bend the bulb casings away from the nearby screw posts.
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STEP 

B

FITTING DECK PANEL L3-14

STEP 

C

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L3-14

93A

93A

93C

93B

93B

FM

79A

FM

93E

93A

IM
IM

AM

AM

93D

93D93D93D 93D 93D

93D 93D 93D93D

Take deck panel L3-14 (93A) and press 10 escape pod 
covers (93D) into position, making sure that the red line 
on each is furthest from the narrow end of the panel. 

Place escape pod cover bracket L3-12-14 (93C) over  
the escape pod covers and secure it with two AM screws. 
Then position outer panel L4-13 (93B) along the edge  
of the deck panel and secure this with two IM screws.

When you are happy with the placement of 
the panel, push the escape pod screw cover 
(93E) into position. This completes stage 93.

Place the deck panel assembly on the edge of the lower saucer 
as shown, so that it overlaps the corresponding deck panel on the 
upper saucer. Then secure the assembly with two FM screws. 
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PART LOCATOR

STEP 

A

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L3-15

The lower saucer build expands to its full width, gaining another navigation light,  
before more windows are added to the ventral battle section. 

STAGE 94 ASSEMBLY

94A

94A

94D

94D94D94D 94D

94D94D 94D

IM

AM AM

94C

94B

IM

Take deck panel L3-15 (94A) and press eight escape pod 
covers (94D) into position, making sure that the red line 
on each is furthest from the narrow end of the panel. 

Place escape pod cover bracket L3-15 (94C) over the 
escape pod covers and secure it with two AM screws. 
Then position outer panel L4-14 (94B) along the edge  
of the deck panel and secure this with two IM screws.

PORT SIDE
NAVIGATION 
LIGHT

13



STEP 

B

FITTING DECK PANEL L3-15

STEP 

C

14

Next, add a JM screw in place of the one you have 
just removed. This will allow for a better fit when  
you install deck panel L3-15 in the next step.

Identify the AM screw that has until this point secured lower 
skeleton 6 (76A) to lower skeleton 2 (81A). Now carefully 
remove this screw and add it to your collection of spares.

PREPARING TO FIT DECK PANEL L3-15

When you are happy with the placement 
of the panel, push the escape pod screw 
cover (94E) into position.

Place your deck panel assembly from step A on the edge of the lower 
saucer as shown, so that it overlaps the corresponding deck panel on 
the upper saucer. Then secure the assembly with two FM screws. 

AM

76A
81A 81A

76A

JM

94B

FM

93A

FM

94A

94E



FITTING THE PORT NAVIGATION LIGHT LENS

STEP 

D

CONTINUING THE BATTLE SECTION LOWER FRONT PANEL

STEP 

E

15

Retrieve your battle section lower front panel 
(91H) and carefully slot the lower right front 
windows (94G) into position. These will be 
secured later on. Stage 94 is now complete.

Take the red navigation light lens (94F) and 
place it over the formation light LED (58E) 

located on the port side of the saucer.

Then slot the lens into the recess at 
the edge of the saucer as shown, 
feeding any excess cable from the 
formation light LED back beneath 
the skeleton. The lens will be fully 
secured at a later stage. 

94F

94F

94G
91H

58E
58E



                 

               

FROM THE MOMENT THAT TNG 

was announced to the world, there was 

speculation about whether the show would 

acknowledge gay and lesbian relationships in 

the 24th century. During a 1987 convention 

appearance, Gene Roddenberry expressed 

enthusiasm for the idea, and this led season 

one story editor David Gerrold to include a 

same-sex couple among the Enterprise crew 

in a draft script called ‘Blood and Fire.’ This 

AIDS allegory went unmade, however, and 

Gerrold left the show soon after, feeling 

like an opportunity had been missed.

The show’s gay fans felt similarly short- 

changed, and a number of letter-writing 

5.17

March 16, 1992

Jeri Taylor 

Robert Scheerer

Melinda Culea (Soren),  

Callan White (Krite),  

Megan Cole (Noor)

Riker falls for a member  

of an androgynous race,  

all of whom are forbidden  

from claiming male or  

female identities.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

T H E  O U T C A S T

This plea for sexual tolerance was well-intentioned,  
but judged by some campaigners as tokenistic.

Megan Cole (Noor) has a more sympathetic 
role as the Romulan senator Cretak in two 
episodes of STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

EPISODE GUIDE
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campaigns followed, culminating after 

season four’s ‘The Host’ saw Dr. Crusher 

break off a relationship with a being whose 

humanoid form had changed from male  

to female (see issue 20). At this point, the 

show’s senior staff agreed that the issue 

really needed to be addressed, leading to 

the concept for ‘The Outcast.’ 

“Rick [Berman] and I felt very strongly 

that we were not going to add another 

character, gay or otherwise, simply because 

there was letter-writing,” Michael Piller 

asserted later on. “If we were going to deal 

honestly with this issue—and I felt there 

was an important issue to explore about 

sexual intolerance—we had to do it the 

STAR TREK way… I thought the way we  

did with ‘The Outcast’ exposed the issue  

in a very real way that had a meaningful 

impact on people, but in a STAR TREK way 

that turned it inside out.” He added: “The 

challenge of all these shows where you’re 

dealing with social agendas is not to get 

preachy about it, and to find a way to  

make it a genuine drama.”

TAYLOR’S TOUCHSTONE

When the writing staff had agreed on the  

story concept, supervising producer Jeri 

Taylor put herself forward to turn it into  

a script, telling Cinefantastique in October 

1992: “I wanted to do it partly because  

it would be controversial. I am not a gay 

person, but, as a woman, I do consider 

myself the subject of intolerance and 

discrimination. I know what it feels like to  

be disenfranchised. Not in that precise way, 

but I felt like I had a touchstone to some  

of the feelings that must be involved.” She 

went on to describe the episode as the 

one of which she was “most proud” at 

that stage in her STAR TREK career.

OBJECTIVES MET

On transmission, ‘The Outcast’ did not 

result in the barrage of angry letters from 

social conservatives that the studio feared 

‘Blood and Fire’ would provoke five years 

earlier. Instead, many of the responses 

expressed sadness that the concept had  

not been taken further. “It did not satisfy 

certain segments in the gay and lesbian 

community because it was not what they 

were asking for,” Rick Berman admitted  

to Cinefantastique. “But I think it did deal 

with the issue of intolerance towards sexual 

orientation [and] met that objective well.”

Jonathan Frakes added: “I didn’t think 

they were gutsy enough to take it where 

they should have. Soren should have been 

more obviously male. I’m not sure it was  

as good as it could have been if they were 

trying to do what they call a ‘gay’ episode.”

It would take another 25 years for STAR 

TREK to feature regular/recurring characters 

in a same-sex relationship, in the shape of 

STAR TREK: DISCOVERY’s Paul Stamets and 

Hugh Culber. By this measure, ‘The Outcast’ 

cannot be seen as more influential than any 

other issue-of-the-week episode. However, 

by touching on issues of sexual preference 

and gender identity for even one episode, 

the show sent a clear message of solidarity 

and acknowledgment to its gay and lesbian 

fans. And with thought given to topics such 

as the proper use of pronouns, the episode 

can also be seen as resonant for trans and 

non-binary people of the era, who lacked 

any regular screen presence in the 1990s— 

with the possible exception of the gender- 

fluid Dax in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

       On this world, everyone  
                   wants to be normal.  

Noor

Rick Sternbach’s concept 
art for Riker’s 24th-century  
Starfleet binoculars. 

THE OUTCAST
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AT THE END OF SEASON FOUR,  

Michael Piller rented a stretch limo 

and took the entire TNG writing staff to  

his new beach house in Ensenada, Mexico. 

“We spent a weekend developing stories 

and notions for the next season as we sat 

around eating Pacific lobster,” he fondly 

recalled later on. “We took mornings to 

work and afternoons to surf. It was quite  

an experience for everybody.”

One story that sparked into life that 

weekend was the concept of the crew 

being trapped inside a time loop. “I can’t 

remember who started the idea rolling,” 

Piller continued, “but it was appealing  

5.18

March 23, 1992

Brannon Braga

Jonathan Frakes

Michelle Forbes (Ro Laren), 

Patti Yasutake (Alyssa  

Ogawa), Kelsey Grammer 

(Captain Bateson)

When the Enterprise is  

caught in a temporal loop,  

the crew experiences the  

same fatal day over and  

over again.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

C A U S E  A N D  E F F E C T

The Enterprise really did blow up time and time again 
in the making of this effects extravaganza!

Cheers (and later Frasier) star Kelsey Grammer 
as Captain Bateson, in a costume made for 
STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY. 

EPISODE GUIDE
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to Brannon [Braga]. I knew we had a classic 

from the first time we talked about it… It 

was great because, once you broke the first 

act, you had the next three almost exactly!”

Directing the episode was a challenge  

for Jonathan Frakes, who had to find ways 

to make the recurring set pieces look fresh 

with each consecutive loop. Speaking to 

Cinefantastique in October 1992, the actor/

director explained: “It was just a matter of 

finding a different way to… make each 

scene look different in spite of the fact the 

dialogue was the same… I was supposed  

to be prepping it at the same time we were 

shooting ‘The Outcast,’ where I was in every 

scene. [So] I took a script home at night  

and broke down how I wanted to shoot it.”

 

BLAST FROM THE PAST

The episode also posed challenges for the 

effects teams, who were required to destroy 

the Enterprise following a collision with an 

older starship. At first, the U.S.S. Bozeman 

was envisioned as an ORIGINAL SERIES-era 

Constitution-class vessel, but the cost of 

creating a new model was prohibitive (the 

vast ORIGINAL SERIES Enterprise filming 

model was, by this point, a much-restored 

exhibit in the possession of the Smithsonian 

Institution). Instead, the Miranda-class U.S.S. 

Reliant model built for STAR TREK II: THE 

WRATH OF KHAN was pressed into service 

once again, having last seen significant 

screen time as the U.S.S. Brattain in season 

four’s ‘Night Terrors’ (see issue 19). For 

‘Cause and Effect’ only, the miniature was 

extensively modified to become a “Soyuz-

class” vessel, with an ORIGINAL SERIES-style 

bridge module, an extended aft section, and 

several new sensor or weapons platforms. 

This was the last time the model appeared 

in the series, though it can be seen, back  

in its Miranda-class configuration, in STAR 

TREK GENERATIONS (1994).

For the destruction of the Enterprise, 

modelmaker Greg Jein built several new 

miniatures, cast from the molds he created 

for the four-foot Enterprise model during 

season three (see ‘The Defector’ in issue 13). 

Rather than being built to last, these new 

models were designed to break apart at key 

sections, and then packed full of pyrotechnic 

charges. Each model was then filmed from  

a different angle as it exploded, using a high- 

speed camera to catch every detail of the 

blasts. Also built and blown up especially for 

this episode was an extra-large model of the 

starboard warp nacelle, measuring almost 

seven feet (210 cm) long.

THIS IS NOT A DRILL

‘Cause and Effect’ is also the only time that 

the Enterprise-D’s main shuttle bay doors 

are seen to open on screen. For this effect, 

modelmaker Ed Miarecki created a 57-inch 

(144 cm) maquette of the bay, inside and 

out. The model had a working roll-top door, 

powered by an electric drill, and came with 

a total of six tiny shuttlecraft.

Scenic art supervisor and technical consultant  
Mike Okuda sketched his concept for the Soyuz- 
class U.S.S. Bozeman over drawings from the  
1988 fan publication Ships of the Star Fleet.

      I suggest we use the tractor beam 
to alter the other ship’s trajectory.  

Data repeatedly makes the wrong call to save the Enterprise

CAUSE AND EFFECT
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THE SECOND OF THIS SEASON’S  

two Wesley Crusher episodes was born 

out of the same Mexican trip that inspired 

‘Cause and Effect’ (see p.18). When the 

staff returned to Los Angeles, Michael Piller 

prepared the outline, before co-producer 

Ronald D. Moore set to work on the script 

with his old college buddy Naren Shankar. 

During the 1980s, at Cornell University, 

Moore and Shankar had bonded over their 

love of STAR TREK and a shared interest in 

military matters (Moore was attending the 

school as part of the Navy’s Reserve Officer 

Training Corps program). An episode based 

around a Starfleet Academy flight squad, 

5.19

March 30, 1992

Ronald D. Moore &  

Naren Shankar 

Paul Lynch

Wil Wheaton (Wesley  

Crusher), Jacqueline Brookes 

(Rear Admiral Brand), Ray 

Walston (Boothby), Robert 

Duncan McNeill (Nicholas 

Locarno), Ed Lauter (Albert), 

Richard Fancy (Satelk)

Wesley must choose between 

his friends and his uniform 

following a fatal accident at 

Starfleet Academy.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

T H E  F I R S T  D U T Y

Introducing a more complex Wesley Crusher, alongside Boothby,  
Sito Jaxa, and (almost) STAR TREK: VOYAGER’s Tom Paris!

Richard Fancy (Captain Satelk) can also be 
seen as a sky spirit in STAR TREK: VOYAGER.

EPISODE GUIDE
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therefore, was a perfect fit for the pair. 

Shankar had already spent six weeks as an 

intern on TNG during season four, and was 

now the show’s de facto science consultant 

(though he would not be credited as such 

until the start of season six).

“We wanted to get away from ‘Wesley 

saves the Universe,’” Shankar said in The 

Official STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

Magazine dated February 1993. “We were 

thinking, ‘Man, he really screws up, and we 

cannot let him get off!’ Wesley comes out  

of this show a much stronger and more 

interesting character than he was going in.”

HEINOUS CRIMES

When it came to the precise path Wesley 

would take, Moore had some very different 

ideas from the ones that would end up on 

screen, as executive producer Rick Berman 

told Cinefantastique magazine in October 

1992. “In the early stages, they wanted 

Wesley’s crime to be a little more heinous,” 

he said. “I found that unacceptable. Wesley 

is Wesley... capable of lapses in judgment, 

[but] not capable of overt cover-up.”

Piller also remembered a heated debate 

with Moore, who originally wanted Wesley 

to choose a different direction. “I felt very 

strongly that truth had to prevail, and that 

Wesley was going to have to step forward 

and tell the truth,” the showrunner detailed 

later on. “But Ron—being the young man  

in the group—said, ‘He would never betray 

his friends, they would be his first duty.’ 

“We fought loud and long about it,  

and when we finished, the air had cleared.  

I said, ‘Ron that’s exactly the argument that 

has to take place in the script. The audience 

must be able to understand both sides of  

it. You must make that argument as strong 

as possible, so that Wesley’s decision is as 

difficult as it is for us to make in this room. 

However, since I’m the boss, you’re going  

to have to do it my way!”

BRING ON BOOTHBY

Piller also brought his influence to bear  

on the character of Boothby, the Academy 

groundskeeper first mentioned in season 

four’s ‘Final Mission.’ Shankar recalled, 

“Michael had a vision of what he wanted 

Boothby to be like, and he rewrote those 

scenes to a fair extent,” while Piller himself 

commented: “We had to have scenes with 

Boothby and Picard, [but] they were the 

weakest parts of the show. So we started 

saying, ‘Maybe Boothby helped Picard with  

a problem, and we tried to figure out what 

the problem was. It was Rick [Berman] who 

said, ‘It doesn’t matter what Picard’s trouble 

was. We keep that part of our character  

a mystery.’ That was a great decision. What  

it did was put in some perspective. If you 

make a mistake when you’re young, and it’s 

found out and you have to pay a price for it, 

it doesn’t mean your life is ruined. It means 

you can still become Jean-Luc Picard. It gave  

a much broader perspective to the story.”

When it came to casting Boothby, the 

producers chose My Favorite Martian star, 

Ray Walston. Though it would be his only 

TNG appearance, Walston returned for two 

episodes of STAR TREK: VOYAGER, both 

times playing facsimile versions of Boothby. 

Also a VOYAGER facsimile of sorts, Robert 

Duncan McNeill’s regular character in that 

series, Tom Paris, was explicitly born out  

of his performance as the markedly similar 

Nick Locarno in this episode. Shannon Fill, 

meanwhile, would reprise the role of Sito 

Jaxa in season seven’s ‘Lower Decks.’

PLACE OF JUSTICE

Filming for ‘The First Duty’ took TNG back 

to the Donald C. Tillman Water Reclamation 

Plant in Van Nuys, Los Angeles, where the 

gardens had served as Rubicun III in season 

one’s ‘Justice’ (see issue 4). This time, the 

location doubled as the exterior of Starfleet 

Academy, an oft-mentioned institution that, 

up to that point, had been seen only in the 

form of a simulation room and an atrium at 

the start of STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF 

KHAN. In order to differentiate the setting 

from ‘Justice,’ production designer Richard 

D. James dressed the already lush gardens 

with additional plants, as well as a potting 

shed, and statues intended to represent 

notable alumni. In post-production, the 

landscape was augmented with a matte 

painting by Syd Dutton, establishing the 

Academy as being in San Francisco Bay.

Senior illustrator and technical consultant Rick Sternbach’s initial concept sketch for the Academy trainer craft.

         You don’t have to lie. Just don’t 
volunteer any new information.  

Nick Locarno to Wesley Crusher

THE FIRST DUTY
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AFTER RESCUING ‘HALF A LIFE’  

from the development doldrums  

(see issue 20), Peter Allan Fields was asked  

to tackle another Lwaxana Troi concept in 

season five. The writing staff was struggling 

to bring the pairing of Deanna’s mother  

and Worf’s son to life, but—according to 

executive producer Rick Berman in the 

October 1992 issue of Cinefantastique— 

Fields injected it with “charm and heart  

and humor” from his very first draft. 

“The first draft of ‘Cost of Living’ was 

closer to the final than ‘Half a Life’ was,” 

Fields himself recalled in The Official STAR 

TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION Magazine  

5.20

April 20, 1992

Peter Allan Fields

Winrich Kolbe

Majel Barrett (Lwaxana Troi), 

Brian Bonsall (Alexander 

Rozhenko), Tony Jay (Campio), 

Carel Struycken (Mr. Homn), 

David Oliver (Young Man), 

Albie Selznick (Juggler),  

Patrick Cronin (Erko)

While preparing to marry  

a man she has never met, 

Lwaxana Troi forms a bond 

with Worf’s son, Alexander.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

C O S T  O F  L I V I N G

This unusual episode focuses on two recurring characters,  
rather than any of the regular cast.

Albie Selznick went on to play Delta Quadrant 
aliens in two STAR TREK: VOYAGER episodes, 
and served as choreographer on a third.
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in February 1993. “I had a better handle on 

what Lwaxana Troi should sound and be like, 

as well as the other crew members. What 

took more time were the special effects in 

the holodeck.”

Faced with the infinite possibilities of the 

holodeck, Fields confessed, “I didn’t know 

what I was going to do, literally, until I was 

sitting there actually typing it… I wanted  

it to be a ‘parallax’ community, where the 

same thing might be perceived [differently] 

with just a different angle.” He went on to 

admit that, while he had no idea what the 

pompous poet character’s phrase, “The 

higher, the fewer,” actually meant, it did  

find favor among the other writers. “We all 

said it around the office afterward,” said 

Fields, who joined the staff as executive 

script consultant in between ‘Cost of Living’ 

being written and filmed. “Any time we 

were at odds with each other on a story,  

one of us would lift a hand and say, ‘The 

higher, the fewer,’ and that stopped all  

the nonsense.”

  

MUD MAGIC

Creating the holodeck program on stage 

called for several brand-new alien makeup 

and costume designs—as well as the 

installation of a real mud bath. “The tub 

area had to be very, very well built and 

reinforced for the weight of real mud,” 

production designer Richard D. James went 

on to recall. “And we couldn’t put people  

in some experimental kind of mud, so I said, 

‘Don’t even play around with this. Get the 

same thing that Revlon or one of those 

companies uses for their spas!’” 

For director Winrich Kolbe, the episode 

was “slightly different, because we had 

comedic elements in there.” Interviewed in 

the same issue of The Official STAR TREK: 

THE NEXT GENERATION Magazine as Fields, 

he said: “This type of episode is exciting to 

me. It was a real challenge and I loved it.”

Kolbe also remembered working with 

guest star Majel Barrett for the first time, 

less than four months after the death of her 

husband, Gene Roddenberry. “We talked 

about it in some silent moments, because  

I just wanted to make sure Majel knew she 

didn’t have to act all the time. If she felt 

sad, we would incorporate it… You’re not 

married to a man for decades and then just 

pop around as if nothing happened.”

Mr. Homn (Carel Struycken) makes his final 
appearance in ‘Cost of Living,’ having featured 
in all four preceding Lwaxana Troi episodes.

Larry Hankin’s uncredited turn as the wind dancer was shot during filming for ‘Imaginary Friend’ and inserted in post- 
production. Hankin later played another holodeck character, Gaunt Gary, in three episodes of STAR TREK: VOYAGER.

      Deanna, I love you, but you do  
                    make everything sound like an epitaph.  

Lwaxana Troi

COST OF LIVING
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MICHAEL PILLER CREDITED ‘THE  

Perfect Mate’ with “reawakening  

the fire” that fueled his writing on TNG. 

“Maybe it was fatigue,” he said. “Maybe  

it was just that I had done it for three years 

and felt that I hadn’t touched anything new 

recently, but I was quite unhappy with stuff 

in the middle of that season.” It was not so 

much the finished episode that put Piller 

back on his game, however, but the battles 

he faced in bringing it to the screen.

The story began as a pitch from René 

Echevarria, but as the future staff writer had 

his hands full with ‘I Borg’ (see p. 28), Piller 

assigned script duties to another freelancer, 

Reuben Leder. But when Leder and Piller 

failed to agree on the story’s direction, the 

showrunner set about writing it himself, 

with Leder subsequently choosing to be 

credited under a pseudonym.

“I wanted to do a sort of trick ending,” 

Piller later recalled. “There would be three 

endings, and the audience could choose 

which one they wanted to believe.” These 

possibilities would have included the ending 

seen in the episode, where Kamala goes 

through with her marriage to Alrik of Valt; 

one in which Picard steps in to stop the 

ceremony at the last moment, in order for 

Kamala to stay with him; and one in which 

5.21

April 27, 1992

René Echevarria  

and Gary Perconte 

Gary Perconte  

and Michael Piller

Cliff Bole

Famke Janssen (Kamala),  

Tim O’Connor (Briam),  

Max Grodénchik (Par Lenor), 

Mickey Cottrell (Alrik),  

Michael Snyder (Qol)

A woman raised to be the 

perfect wife for a man not of 

her choosing makes waves 

onboard the Enterprise.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

 

Teleplay by

 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

T H E  P E R F E C T  M A T E

Famke Janssen stars in a story that could have had  
three different endings—all at the same time!
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Kamala stops the wedding of her own 

volition and chooses to seek out a life of 

adventure without Alrik or Picard.

“We all liked the story, but ultimately 

Rick [Berman] and Jeri [Taylor] outvoted  

me on the endings,” Piller continued. “I felt 

angry that we couldn’t take a risk, but that 

sort of reawakened the fire in me… I had 

been in the doldrums, and after that I wrote 

my way out of them.” In his final screenplay, 

Piller did retain a scene with Picard halting 

the wedding, but this was explicitly shown  

to be a moment of fantasy on the captain’s 

part. The sequence was filmed (and is now 

available as a Blu-ray bonus feature), but 

did not make the final edit. 

NEXT GENERATION STAR

In its more straightforward, broadcast  

form, ‘The Perfect Mate’ is perhaps best 

remembered for starring Famke Janssen  

as the title character. After making her TV 

debut here, Janssen would find big-screen 

fame, first in the 1995 James Bond movie 

GoldenEye, and then in the X-Men film 

series (once again with Patrick Stewart). 

Not long after ‘The Perfect Mate,’ the 

actor turned down the role of Jadzia Dax  

in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE, and when 

the character’s look came to be designed  

for that series, makeup supervisor Michael 

Westmore returned to the subtle look he  

had given Kamala as the starting point for 

the reimagined Trill species. Other guest 

actors who did return after this episode, 

meanwhile, include Max Grodénchik, here 

playing the second of three Ferengi (after 

Sovak in season three’s ‘Captain’s Holiday,’ 

and before Rom in DEEP SPACE NINE); 

Michael Snyder, who would also appear as 

another Ferengi in season six’s ‘Rascals’;  

and Mickey Cottrell, who plays a B’omar 

councilor in STAR TREK: VOYAGER.

DRESSED TO IMPRESS

Across the episode, Kamala wears two 

striking outfits, both created by costume 

designer Robert Blackman. Citing the first  

as “one of my most complicated designs” 

in Paula M. Block and Terry J. Erdmann’s 

2015 book STAR TREK: COSTUMES, he  

says: “Famke Janssen was cast at about 

5:30 in the afternoon, and she had to be 

working at 6:30 the next morning. We 

measured her that evening and made the 

gown overnight... one group of my staff 

working on the skirt, one group working  

on the midriff, and one working on the 

shoulder and top... I have to thank Rick 

Berman for casting Famke, a model turned 

actress who knows how to wear clothes!”

Visual effects supervisor Dan Curry’s concept art  
for Kamala’s cocoon. Curry achieved the on-screen 
effect in part by shooting “a silver blanket in my 
back yard through a broken piece of shower glass.”

No detail on the series was overlooked, as senior 
illustrator and technical consultant Rick Sternbach’s 
concept art for an antique Ventanan thimble shows.

       I’m just trying to be  
                     as dull as possible.  

Jean-Luc Picard to Kamala

THE PERFECT MATE
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INTERVIEWED IN THE OFFICIAL STAR 

TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION Magazine 

in August 1994, writer Jean Louise Matthias 

revealed her early inspiration for ‘Imaginary 

Friend.’ “When I was little, my mother’s 

roommate had a sister who was very close 

to my age,” she said. “She had an invisible 

friend whom she totally believed in. I would 

make up a friend so that we could each 

play with our invisible friends, but in the 

back of my mind, I always knew I was 

making mine up. I thought about how  

nice it was to really believe in things.”

By the time Matthias used this memory 

as the basis of a TNG episode, she and her 

5.22

May 4, 1992

Jean Louise Matthias & Ronald 

Wilkerson and Richard Fliegel 

Edithe Swensen and  

Brannon Braga

Gabrielle Beaumont

Noley Thornton (Clara Sutter), 

Shay Astar (Isabella), Jeff  

Allin (Sutter), Brian Bonsall 

(Alexander Rozhenko), Patti 

Yasutake (Alyssa Ogawa), 

Sheila Franklin (Felton), 

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan)

An energy being brings a lonely 

child’s imaginary friend to life.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

 

Teleplay by

 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

I M A G I N A R Y  F R I E N D

Jeff Allin (Sutter) later portrayed a Vaadwaur 
in STAR TREK: VOYAGER, and another Human 
Starfleet officer in the game STAR TREK: Borg.

This straightforward story allows for character moments  
with Guinan, Alexander, and Alyssa Ogawa.
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writing partner, Ronald Wilkerson, had 

already submitted several other story ideas. 

All had been rejected, but a draft script in 

which the Federation builds an army of 

androids to police its borders convinced 

supervising producer Jeri Taylor that the 

novice writing team had talent. Two pitch 

meetings followed and, in the second, 

Michael Piller was won over by the one  

they called ‘Invisible Friend.’ 

DIFFERENT DRAFTS

Matthias and Wilkerson went on to write 

two detailed outlines for the episode, but 

when it came to the script, Piller assigned 

the first pass to another TV tyro, Richard 

Fliegel, and the second to seasoned screen- 

writer Edithe Swensen. Piller and Taylor  

had warmed to Swenson at another story 

pitching session, and felt that ‘Imaginary 

Friend’ (as it was now called) could be  

a good fit for her background.

“They brought it to me and said, ‘Look, 

we know you have kids. This is about a 

child, and we feel you have the experience  

to draw on,’” Swensen told The Official 

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

Magazine in April 1994. “The problem  

with it was that Clara and Isabella just 

didn’t sound or behave like kids.”

After two drafts by Swensen, the 

 episode found its final form in the hands  

of staff writer Brannon Braga. From the 

original pitch onwards, the character of 

Isabella had been portrayed as playful and 

only threatening when provoked (“a fairly 

benign grandfather-type figure… who was 

simply fascinated by the idea of Human 

children,” in Matthias’ words.) But Braga 

set out to create something darker. 

“It wasn’t quite working in its original 

guise,” the staffer said to Cinefantastique  

in October 1992. “Jeri Taylor and [executive 

script consultant] Pete Fields and I… tried  

to make the imaginary friend more of the 

bad seed. Before, it was more like ‘Puff,  

the Magic Dragon.’ The alien was simply 

curious and didn’t have an evil intent.” 

Braga also worked to bring Worf and 

Alexander into the story, which was short 

on familiar characters besides Troi, and, at 

the eleventh hour, to find a role for Guinan 

when Whoopi Goldberg suddenly became 

available. Guinan and Data’s discussion 

about seeing shapes in clouds was originally 

written for Crusher and Troi, while her other 

scenes were newly scripted just days before 

filming began on February 26, 1992.

ADDED OGAWA

Despite all these additions, the episode still 

underran, and so a scene featuring Crusher 

and Nurse Ogawa silently going about their 

duties in Sickbay, unaware of the alien entity 

moving around them, was expanded into a 

conversation about Ogawa’s personal life.

“The original scene started out with no 

dialogue,” actor Patti Yasutake recounted in 

Cinefantastique. “I came in on the morning 

of the shoot and found out they had written 

this whole scene… Suddenly I had a love life 

and [Crusher] was really interested in hearing 

about it! It was as last minute as it gets.”

Shay Astar (Isabella) and Noley Thornton (Clara Sutter) bond in between takes for ‘Imaginary Friend.’ 
Two years later, Thornton played Taya, a holographic Yaderan child, in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

      Can you only communicate  
        by threatening a small child?  

Jean-Luc Picard to Isabella

IMAGINARY FRIEND
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AFTER THE BREAKTHROUGH 

success of ‘The Best of Both Worlds’ 

(see issue 16), there was no doubt that the 

Borg would be back. The question was: in 

what way? Acknowledging that facing—

and defeating—another Borg cube could 

only diminish this supposedly unstoppable  

foe, regular TNG writer René Echevarria  

had pitched the possibility of the Enterprise 

encountering a disconnected Borg drone 

during season four. The concept was not 

developed, however, until the staff took it 

away to their writers’ retreat (see p.18). 

“Jeri [Taylor] called me and said, ‘René, 

the staff is going down to Mexico and this 

5.23

May 11, 1992

René Echevarria

Robert Lederman

Jonathan Del Arco (Hugh), 

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan)

An injured drone becomes the 

basis for a plan to destroy the 

Borg. But as the drone starts  

to recover its Human nature, 

Captain Picard is forced to 

question his attitude towards 

the surprising individual.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

 

 

I  B O R G

The long-awaited return of the Borg set the species on a new  
path—much to the dismay of some observers.

Robert Lederman directs Jonathan Del Arco. 
Though Lederman helmed just two episodes  
of TNG, he served as editor on dozens more.
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would be a great time to pitch,’” Echevarria 

told TV Zone magazine in December 1994. 

“One of the things that had always intrigued 

me about the Borg was the idea that they 

were all interconnected. What would life be 

like without that? I had pitched [the idea] to  

Jeri a year before, and she and Ron Moore  

loved it, but Michael [Piller] just didn’t see it. 

Apparently, with my more elaborated memo 

that I sent to Mexico, everybody sparked to it 

when Michael was in the room and he said, 

‘Well, maybe there’s something here.’”

One element of the story that did not 

feature in either pitch was Picard posing as 

his Borg alter ego, Locutus, and Echevarria 

believed that this late addition may have 

contributed to him being hired as a staff 

writer soon after. “It was not something  

we had discussed in the story meetings,”  

he said. “Mike just loved it, and that seed 

might have got me the job. He was so 

surprised by it and liked it so much.”

SUDDENLY HUMAN

The final script polish was performed by 

Taylor, who continued to champion the 

concept afterwards. “I think it will become  

a classic… the Borg will never be the same 

again,” she told Cinefantastique in October 

1992. Elsewhere in the issue, several other 

staffers agreed with this assessment, while 

executive producer Rick Berman enthused, 

“The minute I saw the story, I fell in love 

with it.” However, the magazine also gave 

voice to the episode’s detractors, with its 

in-house critic calling it “ill-conceived” for 

humanizing the Borg, and newly departed 

producer Herbert J. Wright adding, “You’ve 

set up a great villain and adversary… To all  

of a sudden have a personal story about  

one Borg is ridiculous.”

For Piller, this latter interpretation was to 

miss the point of the episode entirely. “I feel 

that if you take the unstoppable villain, the 

stereotype, and you turn it inside out, that’s 

great dramatic storytelling,” he countered, 

also in Cinefantastique. “You don’t allow 

the audience ever to get comfortable with 

what they expect the Borg to be.” Revisiting 

the episode some time later, he added that 

its eponymous Borg drone, Hugh, “gave us 

an opportunity to add texture and depth to  

the Borg... but to me what makes it work  

is that it’s not really about Hugh. 

“I always told my writers that the guest 

star needs to be a catalyst for one of our 

people’s stories,” he continued, “and in  

‘I Borg’ you’re dealing with a Picard who  

is prejudiced and blind to the humanity— 

if you will—of a Borg. [That’s] great to do  

to a character like Picard, who has become 

famous for his intellectual openness. To 

suddenly find a blind spot in him and 

explore it makes him more human.”

Countering the criticisms on a more 

practical level, Echevarria told TV Zone:  

“I always thought, ‘So what if one Borg 

apart from the others is an OK guy?’ We 

don’t have to lose them [all] if we wanted 

to bring them back. We could have just  

said he returned and nothing happened.”

THE HUGH CONTINUUM

Of course, the show did not take that path, 

and Hugh not only returned in the season  

six cliffhanger, ‘Descent,’ but also in STAR 

TREK: PICARD, both of which deal with the 

repercussions of ‘I Borg.’ Both times, the 

character was played by Jonathan Del Arco, 

who had auditioned for the role of Wesley 

Crusher in 1987, but knew nothing about 

the Borg, having never seen TNG.

“My biggest concern [was] to have  

the development from being a Borg to a 

conscious Human being be really smooth,” 

Del Arco told STAR TREK Magazine in May 

1995. “You should never be able to put 

your finger on it and say, ‘This is when he 

becomes a Human.’ We came up with the 

idea that Bob [Lederman, director] would 

tell me, ‘Now give me a five on the Borg 

Meter,’ with 10 being completely Borg.  

That was sort of funny since I had never 

seen the Borg before!”

      It’s not a  
 person, damn it!  
     It’s a Borg!  

Jean-Luc Picard

Concept art for a surveillance unit in the Enterprise brig, designed for ‘I Borg’ by senior illustrator and technical 
consultant Rick Sternbach. A similar but different device was built to serve as Hugh’s energy conduit in the cell.

I BORG
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THOUGH IT WAS ORIGINALLY   

conceived as a Troi episode, ‘The Next 

Phase’ instead became the last of six season 

five episodes to feature Michelle Forbes as 

Ensign Ro. At this point in production (March 

1992), it was still hoped that Forbes would 

become a regular as first officer Ro on the 

forthcoming STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE, 

and Picard hints at the character’s potential 

for promotion during the episode. However, 

Forbes chose to focus on her film career,  

and she would make just two further TREK 

appearances, in TNG seasons six and seven.

“We were always trying to find ways to 

work Ro into our scripts,” writer Ronald  

5.24

May 18, 1992

Ronald D. Moore 

David Carson

Michelle Forbes (Ro Laren), 

Thomas Kopache (Mirok), 

Susanna Thompson (Varel), 

Shelby Leverington (Brossmer), 

Brian Cousins (Parem)

Geordi La Forge and Ro  

Laren are declared dead  

after a transporter accident 

renders them invisible to  

the rest of the crew.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

T H E  N E X T  P H A S E

Ro ends her memorable run of fifth season episodes while  
a wealth of other guest stars are just getting started! 

Chief Brossmer (Shelby Leverington) makes 
her only appearance in ‘The Next Phase.’
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D. Moore recalled in Paula M. Block and 

Terry J. Erdmann’s 2012 book, STAR TREK: 

THE NEXT GENERATION 365. “She was 

someone you could count on to bring spark 

into any scene and stir up conflict with the 

other characters. That’s the kind of thing  

a writer is always looking for.”

Initially, ‘The Next Phase’ was intended  

to be a cost-saving episode, ahead of the 

expansive season finale. Nevertheless, it 

turned out to be quite the opposite, owing 

to the extensive effects work required to 

make Ro and Geordi pass through walls, 

equipment, and even people. For each of 

the many effects scenes, director David 

Carson had to shoot once on set, without 

his ‘invisible’ cast members, and then again 

with just Forbes and LeVar Burton (Geordi) 

on a bluescreen stage. Two whole days  

were given over to this latter process, which 

took many takes to align with the first set  

of footage. An extensive post-production 

operation then began to combine the two, 

overseen by visual effects supervisor Rob 

Legato. As a result, director David Carson 

described ‘The Next Phase’ as “one of the 

most difficult technical episodes” the  

series had ever attempted.  

 

RETURNING ROMULANS

Though the Romulans were the obvious 

candidates for a story about a new kind of 

cloaking device, Michael Piller was initially 

reluctant to use them again so soon after 

‘Unification’ (see issue 22). In practice, 

however, the choice offset some of the 

episode’s increased costs by allowing for re- 

use of existing costumes and the Romulan 

scout ship model from season three’s ‘The 

Defector’ (albeit with modifications). 

When it came to casting the Romulans, 

all three of the guest actors chosen were 

STAR TREK newcomers who would go on  

to make several repeat appearances. Brian 

Cousins (Parem) would next be seen as a 

dissident Borg in season six’s ‘Descent’ and 

later as a Takret lieutenant in STAR TREK: 

ENTERPRISE. Susanna Thompson (Varel)  

also returned for season six, as the illusory 

Jaya in ‘Frame of Mind,’ before playing  

a Trill symbiont in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE 

NINE and the Borg Queen in three episodes 

of STAR TREK: VOYAGER. Thomas Kopache 

(Mirok), meanwhile, not only portrayed a 

holodeck train engineer in season seven’s 

‘Emergence,’ but also an Enterprise-B bridge 

officer in STAR TREK GENERATIONS; a Delta 

Quadrant alien in VOYAGER; a Bajoran in 

DEEP SPACE NINE; and both a Vulcan and  

a Sphere-Builder in ENTERPRISE!

      They think  
  we’re dead and  
they’re having  
    a party?  

Ro Laren

Scenes in which Michelle Forbes and LeVar Burton moved around the other performers without passing 
through them meant that the pair did not have to spend the entire shoot on a special effects stage.

THE NEXT PHASE
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